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A Unique Reproduction - Mladen Bizumic's EQUALITY 

The shredded photos cry out an ordered destruction. There is pain folded into the work, cut into it 

to be more precise, a machined damage. This pain is literal rather than metaphorical, the work be-

ing cut to pieces, constructed from cuts, ribboned into coloured shards that are then compacted to 

form a material lump in which a repeated image comes floating to the surface: an early Kodak cam-

era. Here, we have already encountered two of  the organising poles of  Mladen Bizumic's work: ma-

teriality and meaning, raw matter and representation. His work spans these poles, stretched, as his 

treatment of  materials becomes a metaphor in relation to the image, and modulates its meaning. 

The photos of  the Kodak camera are shredded like business documents, and suddenly the work 

opens up onto the history of  Kodak and in particular its bankruptcy after not taking advantage of  

its own development of  the digital camera. A tale of  I-told-you-so hubris and the blind arrogance of  

a near market monopoly. Pursuing this mechanism of  metaphor a little further we could say that it 

introduces the immaterial realm of  information into the image, and so is the entry-point for Bizu-

mic's research-based-practice. Bizumic's work is therefore contemporary in incorporating research 

and the information it discovers, but it does so through its material, rather than despite or even 

against it. As Stephanie Damianitsch has pointed out, Bizumic's work introduces a critical view on 

its (material) emergence through and as social and economic processes.  In this sense, Bizumic not 1

only attaches a "backstory" to his images, as is the case in his long-running project concerning Ko-

dak, but he also utilises a modernist mode of  critical self-reflection to visualise this story in and as 

the materials and processes constituting his photographs. In KODAK (Four Dimensional Community) for 

example, the original negative stands in the centre of  the image surrounded by two successively 

larger prints, one gloss and the other matt. This is negative film no longer produced by Kodak, the 

end of  analogue photography being a melancholy and important aspect of  the backstory that we 

will come back to. On a material level, the black surround of  the film frames are prominent, empha-

sising the printing process and displaying its starting point, the film 'Kodak 160VC'. The lay-out of  

the three images replicate the relative positions of  the negative and the prints inside the darkroom 

under the enlarger, giving the effect of  a zoom (in time and space) travelling from print to negative, 

or perhaps visa versa. We see here how the work makes its own process of  production visible, and 

how it references the economic and social frame that makes this process possible, and indeed impor-

tant. 

 Stephanie Damianitsch (2017), 'Traces of  Time', in Traces of  Time exh. cat.. S. Damianitsch and H-P. Wipplinger eds.. 1

Vienna: Leopold Museum, 15.
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Bizumic's conceptual reflection on the material process of  reproduction ironically produces a one-

off  art work that flirts with aura (as does all of  Bizumic's work discussed here). Despite the common 

reading of  Walter Benjamin's famous text on mechanical reproduction as condemning art's (and 

more especially painting's) 'aura', a closer reading of  this work, and of  his 'Brief  History of  Photog-

raphy'  in particular, reveal a more ambivalent attitude. Not only does Benjamin argue that aesthet2 -

ics becomes complicit in political domination through the technologies of  mechanical 

reproduction,  but that early photography possessed a 'magical value', or aura that painting no 3

longer had, a 'Here and Now, with which reality has, as it were, singed [the photograph's] pictorial 

character'.  For Benjamin aura is precisely this quality of  presence, of  the object's here and now, 'a 4

gossamer fabric woven of  space and time: a unique manifestation of  remoteness' as he poetically 

puts it.  It is a merge of  the moment and its manifestation as the uniqueness of  a situation, a pres5 -

ence 'overcome', Benjamin says (and it is by no means clear he is praising this), by its reproduction.  6

The ongoing development of  technologies of  mechanical reproduction means photography, and our 

interest in it, no longer responds to older aesthetic distinctions but to its growing social function (ie., 

it is a 'mass art'), which Benjamin compares to commercial hunting inasmuch as it 'is only of  use to 

the dealer. […] So much for "taking snaps".'  Indeed, Benjamin continues, 'mechanical means of  7

reproduction are a technology of  reduction', and quoting Baudelaire (approvingly), writes that pho-

tography 'supplants and corrupts art entirely thanks to the natural ally it will find in the stupidity of  

the crowd.'  Welcome to Social Media…. 8

Bizumic does not take "snaps". Indeed, the exhibition EQUALITY consistently plays with aura, 

drawing attention to the Here and Now of  its experience through a series of  interventions in its 

space. First, a large piece of  the wall surrounding it within the Leopold Museum has been cut away 

 Walter Benjamin (2009), 'The Work of  Art in the Age of  Mechanical Reproduction', and 'Brief  History of  Photogra2 -
phy', both in One-way Street and Other Writings. Translated by J. A. Underwood. London: Penguin

 Benjamin famously saw the destruction of  the aura by mechanical reproduction as leading to the culture industry's 3

aestheticisation of  politics. A move introduced by Fascism, but carried on by Hollywood. See 'The Work of  Art', 
256-259.

 'Brief  History of  Photography', 175-6. Of  early photography Benjamin writes, 'There was an aura about them, […] a 4

dependence of  the auratic phenomenon on technology.' (181) Benjamin will go on to argue that improving technology 
'liberates' the photograph from aura, and that Atget was the first to achieve this.

 Ibid., 184.5

 Benjamin writes: 'Stripping the object of  its sheath, shattering the aura – these characterize a kind of  perception 6

where a sense of  all things similar in the world is so highly developed that, through reproduction, it even mines similarity 
from what happens only once.' Ibid., 185.

 Ibid., 188.7

 Ibid., 188 and 190.8
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and laid flat in the middle of  the exhibition. This draws attention to the space in which EQUALITY 

takes place, while also emphasising that this space is separate from the rest of  'Traces of  Time', the 

exhibition Bizumic's work finds itself  within. Furthermore, and echoing this architectural action, 

smaller holes have been cut in the walls, revealing visitors in the gallery space beyond them. This 

introduces time into the experience of  EQUALITY, as moving bodies and perhaps even faces are 

glimpsed through these gaps, inserting transitory portraits into a show without humans. While these 

interventions could be read as part of  a conceptual tradition of  self-critical art (and in particular In-

stitutional Critique), more convincing for us here (and now) is that as Benjamin put it, the magical 

aura of  the living moment is invited by Bizumic into the space, infusing it, and so forcing the viewer 

(à la Minimalism) to consider the presence and contingency of  their experience. Additionally, and in 

the same spirit, all the works are singular, originals. The SONNTAG photographs are single prints, 

the shredded works are original collages, ALBUM (Ikea Mirror Scan) and ALBUM (Security Glass Scan) 

are one-offs and have a thick surface and are both stretched and framed like paintings, while KODAK 

(Double Shell) and KODAK (Four Dimensional Community) include their negative, insuring no further 

prints can be made. The SONNTAG works are all silver gelatin prints, and so use the same technolo-

gy as the early photography Benjamin argues has aura, while SONNTAG (Outside of  the Inside) shows 

the trunks of  two trees, a recurring subject in the history of  art photography repeated from Atget to 

Eggleston. Such references to the modernist tradition are common in Bizumic's work. Finally, KO-

DAK (Vest Pocket Autograph 1915) is displayed horizontally on the large plinth in the middle of  the 

gallery, emphasizing gravitational forces that participated in the works construction, and giving it an 

object-like quality that changes as the viewer moves around it. All the works in EQUALITY therefore 

evoke an aura off  singularity, originality, and the here and now. 

Why does Bizumic do this? Why does the aura haunt his show, lurking in the background like an 

awkward guest? It is clearly linked to Bizumic's repeated use of  the typically modernist gesture of  

revealing a work's material means of  production, seen most clearly in KODAK (Double Shell) and KO-

DAK (Four Dimensional Community). This elegant use of  an immanent critique reveals the works' condi-

tions of  possibility (the technical, historical and emotional conditions that constitute their aura). 

While KODAK (Double Shell) and KODAK (Four Dimensional Community) are entirely analogue, many of  

the other works use digital technology and in this way announce Bizumic's other dominant concern, 

the relation of  analogue and digital. What is unusual in this is that in focussing on aura and the orig-

inal his work pushes back against the contemporary dominance of  the digital.  In particular, these 9

analogue interests resist the currently pervasive view that the distributed ontology of  digital technol-

 Bizumic says in an interview: 'I acknowledge the existence of  digital in my work but I focus on analog because it allows 9

me to communicate at a different pace.' Mladen Bizumic Photo Boom Photo Bust. Berlin: Revolver, 2018, 113.
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ogy is inextricably connected to a contemporary 'postconceptual' artistic practice. Both the digital 

file and the 'concept', Peter Osbourne's argument runs, are virtualities materialised across a dis-

tributed multiplicity of  formats. In this sense, digital technology is integral (even if  only conceptual-

ly) to contemporary postconceptual art.  For Osbourne: 'The question of  the ontological signifi10 -

cance of  the latest technological forms is thus less that of  their materiality, in itself, than that of  their 

effects upon the still expanding field of  the photographic as a whole.'  It is precisely the immaterial11 -

ity of  the digital format that Osbourne contrasts to analogue formats.  Bizumic instead suggests a 12

distributed form of  modernist photography whose conceptual trajectory emerges from and directly 

addresses its material conditions. This immanent critical technique is one he also applies to digital 

technology, as is seen in ALBUM (Ikea Mirror Scan) and ALBUM (Security Glass Scan). In classically 

Conceptual terms the titles of  the works dryly describe their content – scans of  an Ikea mirror and 

of  security glass. But in a way untypical for Conceptual art Bizumic uses an old scanner that does 

not work properly, and moves the glass while it is being scanned. This manual technique exceeds the 

ability of  the machine to reproduce an image, and instead produces an abstract, tactile image of  its 

own entirely material production.  What we have then, is an image of  the limits of  digital technology 13

to register a representational image, limits that produce another image, an abstract image of  the mal-

functioning of  the technology itself. This image is 'photographic', inasmuch as it uses photographic 

digital technology, but it is so in an auratic sense, it breaths the here and now of  its production, it is 

a photograph of  a moment in which digital becomes analogue. 

It is almost as if  Bizumic is deliberately opposing analogue and digital photography as Osbourne 

does, only from the side of  the analogue rather than that of  the postconceptual digital image. In 

fact, Bizumic's position recalls that suggested by Jeff  Wall, who argues elegantly for a modernist 

photography that begins in the 20s and 'pushes towards a discovery of  qualities apparently intrinsic 

to the medium, qualities that must necessarily distinguish the medium from others, and through the 

 See, Peter Osbourne (2013), Anywhere or Not at All, Philosophy of  Contemporary Art. London, Verso, 124.10

 Ibid., 120.11

 In his latest book Osbourne opposes the analogue and digital photograph in stronger terms: 'the image itself  (as de-12

realized entity) is distributed across the open and indefinitely proliferating field of  its multiple instances of  production/
visualization, within a wide variety of  different formats and material instantiations, and through a variety of  processes 
of  transformation (degradation/augmentation) to which it is subject in the course of  distribution. This contrasts with 
the emblematically singular actuality of  the chemically based photographic image, which lies metonymically in the indi-
vidual photographic print, however frequently replicated.' Peter Osbourne (2018), The Postconceptual Condition. London, 
Verso,143.

 Similarly, Adam Carr points out that the work Where Instagram Lives (2016) 'offers a reminder that data itself, as much 13

as it might seem ephemeral, requires a host – a base that is physical and material – wherever it might be.' 'Free Kodak', 
in Mladen Bizumic Photo Boom Photo Bust, 21. 
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self-examination of  which it can emerge as a modernist art on a plane with the others.'  This is par14 -

ticularly evident in KODAK (Double Shell) and KODAK (Four Dimensional Community), which display their 

own large-format negatives, the enlargement process, and two prints on different paper. This display 

of  their own production process fits Wall's narrative of  a postconceptual turn away from the 'photo-

conceptualism' of  the 60s, albeit in different terms. Wall argues quite convincingly that photocon-

ceptualism formed part of  the modernist tradition of  self-critique by parodically 'deskilling' the 

'evanescent moment' of  Reportage photography and the subsequent 'lyrical subjectivism' of  photog-

raphy in the 50s with deadpan performance documentation (Bruce Nauman) and a kind of  fake 

photo-journalism (Dan Graham or Robert Smithson) that nevertheless succeeded in reviving re-

portage within the avant-garde.  As a result, the essence of  photography remained the indexical 15

recording of  a moment in time, but it now imitated popular photographic styles (snapshots) that re-

jected 'craft' and 'narrative'. Photoconceptualism therefore marks that moment of  dialectical subla-

tion 'where it appeared that [autonomous art] could only validly be made by means of  the strictest 

imitation of  the non-autonomous'.  Postconceptual photography continued this dialectical impulse 16

of  modernism, according to Wall, by returning to the craft and narrative that photoconceptualism 

rejected. Bizumic's works also clearly affirm craft (the large-format negative signifies art-photogra-

phy, while the overlapping prints indicate "process") over the snapshot, and their use of  metaphor 

and "backstory" also returns to aspects of  narrative. Similarly, metaphor as the genesis of  narrative 

operates most clearly in the titles to the SONNTAG works such as Skin to Skin or Outside of  the Inside, 

which give an emotional and personal dimension to photographs of  objects. 

More interesting in this respect, however, is the research oriented aspect of  Bizumic's practice, 

which explores the social and economic factors that act as the photograph's conditions of  possibility. 

In this sense, Bizumic's work chimes with Rosalind Krauss' canonical thesis regarding art's post-

medium condition, and claims that critical practice reveals the internal plurality of  a medium rather 

than reduces and reifies it to the 'medium specificity' of  an 'unworked physical support'. As a result, 

she writes, 'the specificity of  mediums, even modernist ones, must be understood as differential, self-

 Jeff  Wall (1995), '"Marks of  Indifference": Aspects of  Photography in, or as, Conceptual Art', in Reconsidering the Object 14

of  Art, 1965-1975 exh. cat.. Edited by A. Goldstein and A. Rorimer. Los Angeles: Museum of  Contemporary Art, 249.

 Ibid, 251. Benjamin H. D. Buchloh will follow Wall in later claiming that Conceptual art employed three strategies in 15

relation to photography: 'the systematic deskilling of  photographic practices', and the 'ostentatious denial of  the viability 
of  documentary and narrative traditions'. 'Cosmic Reification: Orozco's Photographs', in Polyphony – Emerging Resonances 
exh. cat.. Kanazawa: 21st Century Museum of  Contemporary Art, 2005, 58-9.  In a further irony Wall points out that 
photoconceptualism adopted the 1888 Kodak slogan advertising the amateur photography 'You push the button; we do 
the rest' at precisely the time (the mid-60s) that SLR cameras were becoming popular, and ended Kodak's monopoly of  
popular photography. After this amateur photography ceases to be a technical category.

 Ibid, 25216
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differing, and thus as a layering of  conventions never simply collapsed into the physicality of  their 

support.'  Consequently, works such as KODAK (Double Shell) and KODAK (Four Dimensional Communi17 -

ty), and KODAK (Vest Pocket Autographic 1915) and KODAK (Retina Type 117, Made in Germany, 1934) 

utilise photographic, conceptual and information based mediums in referencing the "backstory" of  

the rise and fall of  Kodak, while also occupying a middle ground between original and copy, and in 

the case of  KODAK (Vest Pocket Autographic 1915), which is displayed horizontally, between image and 

object.  In this sense Bizumic's work denounces modernist claims to autonomy in favour of  explor18 -

ing photography as the pre-eminent post-medium methodology in contemporary practice. KODAK 

(Double Shell) for example, includes discontinued Kodak negative film and print paper, a reference to 

the trajectory of  the company that invented popular photography but more recently became bank-

rupt. This story has an added irony given that Steven Sasson, an employee of  Kodak, invented the 

digital camera in 1974-5. The photos in this work also show the ruins of  Whaler's huts on Stewart 

Island in New Zealand, abandoned because electricity destroyed the demand for whale oil. In this 

way the redundant materials of  the work stand metonymically for the downfall of  Kodak, while the 

representational content offers a metaphor of  its decline. The two shredded works also offer a 

metonym/metaphor – the shredding of  the photos of  popular Kodak cameras evokes the carnage 

of  corporate bankruptcy, and materialises it in photographs of  two of  their most popular products. 

While this aspect of  Bizumic's work continues the 'critical' modernist project of  seeking its own con-

ditions, it does so in a way that goes beyond the limits of  abstract materiality imposed by Clement 

Greenberg. We could say that Bizumic is more of  a historical materialist, in the sense that he reveals 

the social, historical and economic modes of  production that underlie a major part of  analogue 

photography.  But what is important to note is that he predominantly does this through the materi19 -

ality of  his work, in a practice that utilises photography, is "about" photography, but in its insistence 

on originals rejects that founding aspect of  photography – technical reproduction. In this sense 

Bizumic's work is not 'postconceptual' inasmuch as it does not follow photoconceptualism (and in-

 Rosalind Krauss (1999), "Voyage to the North Sea", Art in the Age of  the Post-Medium Condition. New York: Thames and Hud17 -
son, 6, 53.

 Bizumic puts it very clearly: 'What I intended to achieve with my Kodak project is present a broad range of  exhibi18 -
tions that reveal photography as physical objects with a material history, social past, and specific narrative.' Interview in 
Mladen Bizumic Photo Boom Photo Bust, 114.

 Jeff  Wall offers his own interesting version of  this, claiming that photoconceptualism's 'mimesis' of  amateur photog19 -
raphy marks 'the vanishing of  the great traditions of  Western art into the new cultural structures established by the mass 
media, credit financing, suburbanization, and reflexive bureaucracy.' Ibid, 266.
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deed all Conceptual art) in reducing art's condition to an intellectual concept, 'an aim' as Jeff  Wall 

points out, 'which casts doubt upon any given notion of  the sensuous experience of  art'.   20

Bizumic's interest in an analogue and auratic photography has a melancholy air. Even the broken 

"digital" works seem a little lost in their "analogue" appearance. What we miss, Bizumic's work 

seems to be saying, is an aura, the singularity and presence of  artworks that has been banished by 

the rise of  mechanical reproduction and its consequence, digitalism. This is why at first glance the 

works in EQUALITY seem a little old-fashioned, they utilise old if  not yet redundant techniques (sil-

ver-gelatin printing, black and white, collage, conceptual self-reference, large-format negatives, 

"glitch" aesthetics, etc.) in order to insist upon the tactile regime of  analogue technology, and the 

modernist myth of  the new it held. Mark Fischer calls this a 'hauntology', a 'yearning for an older 

regime of  materiality' that was full of  post-war hopes and the promise of  the new. 'What should 

haunt us,' he writes, is 'the not yet of  the futures that popular modernism trained us to expect, but 

which never materialised. […] the spectres of  lost futures'.  This is what Fischer calls a 'kind of  21

melancholia', a refusal to adjust to contemporary reality where a formal and promiscuous nostalgia 

skims the past for signs that it can pronounce 'new'.  According to Peter Osbourne the techno-onto22 -

logical form of  this nostalgia is the digital, 'as the distributive unity of  the relations between a materi-

ally embedded virtuality and an infinite multiplicity of  possible visualizations.'  In other words, the 23

image 'itself' is a de-materialized entity (or 'information') that 'is distributed across the open and in-

definitely proliferating field of  its multiple instances of  production/visualization'.  What is interest24 -

ing here is not to dispute the accuracy of  Osbourne's description of  contemporary image-culture, 

 Ibid, 266. Similarly, Bizumic is not postconceptual inasmuch as Conceptual art's 'epistemological pessimism', as 20

Buchloh calls it, rejected the idea that photography could 'mediate social transparency, or report on social subjects and 
relations'. Buchloh, 59. Interestingly, Buchloh argues that Conceptual photography instead focusses on the overproduc-
tion of  objects and its 'systemic quantification', but that this abandoned any critical angle in favour of  'an aesthetics of  
universal passivity and affirmation'. Ibid, 59-60. Similarly, Rosalind Krauss is critical of  Conceptual art's search for 'a 
higher purity for Art' (ie., Art "itself", the concept of  Art) which allowed it to be actualised in any commodity whatsoev-
er, and the resulting (misguided) belief  that it 'would, by a kind of  homeopathic defence, escape the effects of  the market 
itself.'  Art in the Age of  the Post-Medium Condition, 11. For Krauss the loss of  specificity in the post-media condition is a re-
sult of  everything being 'reduced to a system of  pure equivalency by the homogenizing principle of  commodification' 
making art, like any object, a 'sign' of  its market value. (Ibid, 15) This would be the de-politicising result of  Conceptual 
art's attempt to "democratise" art in a universal concept.

 Mark Fischer (2014), Ghosts Of  My Life, Writings on Depression, Hauntology and Lost Futures. Winchester: Zero Books, 27. 21

Owen Hatherley, another 'defender of  Modernism against the defenders of  Modernism', as he puts it, suggests that this 
is a kind of  'militant modernism'. See, Owen Hatherley, Militant Modernism. Winchester: Zero Books, 2008.

 Ibid, 24. Fischer concentrates on music in his book, but much of  what he finds there can be applied to Bizumic's 22

work. For example he argues that 'hovering behind much sonic hauntology is the difference between analogue and digi-
tal'. (Ibid, 21)

 Peter Osbourne, The Postconceptual Condition, 139. As a result, Osbourne claims, digital technologies 'take over from 23

"photography" as the historically dominant artistic form' (Ibid).

 Ibid, 143.24
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which seems obvious. Rather, and both Fisher and Bizumic provide poetic examples of  this, it is im-

portant to interrogate the political agenda of  this new postconceptual reality. Osbourne in fact 

praises precisely what Fisher criticises, the fact that in postconceptual art information is not opposed 

to its image, but part of  its construction, thus bringing together different times (of  history, of  memo-

ry) 'within the disjunctive 'living' unity of  the present'. In this way the postconceptual work establish-

es a 'historical contemporaneity' in which a variety of  pasts constitute the 'now' that is 'new'. That this 

'now' is constituted and indeed made possible by a digital homogeneity (information of  all types being 

0 and 1s). This postconceptual continuation of  Conceptual art's wish to shift artistic practice onto 

the level of  the concept is undoubtedly hegemonic, but in no way specific to art – digital technology 

now dominate mass-media and artistic practices. So the Conceptual art's dream of  a 'democratised' 

art seems to be achieved, but at what price? As Rosalind Krauss suggested (and she was not the only 

one) this did not result in art's politicisation but rather its opposite, its assimilation into the wider po-

litical flows of  neo-liberal capitalism.  Bizumic follows a different path. His critical approach to the 25

social and economic dimensions of  analogue photography provide material interventions into its 

narratives that not only provide information, but also surround it with an aura, with the presence of  

the here and now. It is this presence that can inspire us to feel our present, as well as simply think it. 

Bizumic's EQUALITY does not posit the equality of  times nor materials in relation to a virtual idea 

or concept. Rather his precise and considered works utilise digital technology as a tool in his prac-

tice rather than as its ontological essence. Instead of  reflecting on the conceptual conditions of  his 

work, Bizumic focusses on their material attributes, not just in the sense of  their materials (negative, 

print, scanner, etc.) but as well the sensations they cause in our bodies (the pain of  shredding, the 

melancholy of  Skin on Skin, the disorientation of  the disturbed scans), and the wider social and eco-

nomic flows that underpin photography (the Kodak works). In this sense Bizumic's work remains 

haunted by the body, and more explicitly by the possibilities it offers to re-invest in the aura of  pho-

tography as a form of  political resistance - yes - but as well as a site (and perhaps this is the same 

thing) of  enjoyment. 

Stephen Zepke 

	

 Osbourne certainly acknowledges this, but sees in it a political strength, inasmuch as it gives it a critical advantage; 25

'digital imagery is an element of  immediate reflexivity within global social practices and processes.' Ibid, 144.


